
Partnerships and Discounts
Thank you for staying select! Select Stays was founded on the idea of creating a more enriched

experience for guests traveling to San Diego. With this in mind we have established
partnerships with some of our favorite businesses in the area to provide you with discounts and

special perks. We hope that these partnership offerings allow for you to experience the San
Diego lifestyle that brings over 24 million visitors to our wonderful city each year.

Please contact us to receive any offer that your group is interested in redeeming!

Cruise San Diego
This partner is one that we highly recommend to our
guests, as their variety of cruise expeditions allow
for visitors to develop a unique perspective of San
Diego. They have a number of excursions
including whale watching, sunset cruises with full
bar service, private boat tours and much more!

Select Stays Perks

If you have a larger group (6+ people), we also
have special rates for private cruises aboard their
various vessels. Let us know how many people
you have, and the date/time you are interested in
so that we can provide pricing for you!
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Hot Tub Cruisin
This partner is a favorite for many locals here in San Diego!

They offer guests a luxury experience as they travel through

the beautiful waters of mission bay in the comfort of an 8-12

person hot tub. Your group can create an incredible memory

that will set the standard of any future trip you may take!

Select Stays Perks

*Each reservation is 2+ hours long

and BYOB. Please drink responsibly

if you choose to bring beverages!

Paddle Pub
Pedal your way to a good time on the ultimate
cruise experience in San Diego! Paddle Pub is a 16
passenger, pedal-powered pontoon boat that can
be privately reserved, or booked alongside other
travelers through their mixer packages. It comes
equipped with a sound system, 12 pedaling
stations, a large backbench, and party lighting!

Select Stays Perks
*Each Paddle Pub reservation is 2+

hours long and BYOB. Please drink

responsibly if you choose to bring

beverages!

Please contact us to receive any offer that your group is interested in redeeming!
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Nado Republic
This amazing Italian restaurant has recently
partnered with us to offer fresh and authentic food
options to our guests. Sandro Leitner grew up in
Northern Italy and has created a menu that can be
comparable to a meal that you may be served at a
top rated restaurant in Rome. Teleport you and your
companions palates abroad with Nado Republics
fresh pasta, pizza and incredible charcuterie boards.

Select Stays Perks
Nado Republic is our favorite restaurant in San Diego, and we highly

recommend that anyone staying in San Diego experiences this

restaurant's food while visiting!

Eco Boat Rentals
This new partner of ours is perfect for couples
and small groups looking to spend some time
on the water while creating a truly memorable
experience. Each boat is able to hold up to 3
adults and 1 child. They also are pedal powered
and pet friendly! This excursion is very popular
among locals and will allow for you to really
take in the beauty of Mission Bay!

Select Stays Perks
Eco Boat Rentals is an affordable excursion that will make you never

want to leave San Diego!

Please contact us to receive any offer that your group is interested in redeeming!
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Du�y of San Diego
Be your own captain by renting an electric duffy
boat! It’s the perfect way to enjoy an afternoon
or sunset with your friends and loved ones,
gracefully cruising the beautiful, serene waters
of Mission Bay Park with close proximity to
Pacific Beach and Mission Beach. No boating
license required.

Select Stays Perks

Please contact us to receive any offer that your group is interested in redeeming!
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Select Stays Partnerships
As we continue to develop our

company, we will be adding more

premier partners to help provide

you with the best experience

possible whenever you are in San

Diego. If you have any

recommendations of places that

you’d like to receive special perks

with the next time you stay with

us, please let us know!

Please follow us on Instagram, or check out our website to stay up to date with any

new partners or properties we may add!

Instagram: Select_Stays Website: www.selectstays.net

Please contact us to receive any offer that your group is interested in redeeming!

http://instagram.com/select_stays
https://www.selectstays.net/

